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Abstract In the crowded environment of human cells,
folding of nascent polypeptides and refolding of stress-
unfolded proteins is error prone. Accumulation of cyto-
toxic misfolded and aggregated species may cause cell
death, tissue loss, degenerative conformational diseases,
and aging. Nevertheless, young cells effectively express a
network of molecular chaperones and folding enzymes,
termed here “the chaperome,” which can prevent forma-
tion of potentially harmful misfolded protein conformers
and use the energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to
rehabilitate already formed toxic aggregates into native
functional proteins. In an attempt to extend knowledge of
chaperome mechanisms in cellular proteostasis, we
performed a meta-analysis of human chaperome using
high-throughput proteomic data from 11 immortalized
human cell lines. Chaperome polypeptides were about
10 % of total protein mass of human cells, half of which
were Hsp90s and Hsp70s. Knowledge of cellular concentra-
tions and ratios among chaperome polypeptides provided a
novel basis to understand mechanisms by which the Hsp60,
Hsp70, Hsp90, and small heat shock proteins (HSPs), in
collaboration with cochaperones and folding enzymes, assist
de novo protein folding, import polypeptides into organelles,
unfold stress-destabilized toxic conformers, and control the
conformal activity of native proteins in the crowded envi-
ronment of the cell. Proteomic data also provided means
to distinguish between stable components of chaperone
core machineries and dynamic regulatory cochaperones.
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Abbreviations
MDa Megadaltons
Pg Picogram
ER Endoplasmic reticulum
NEF Nucleotide exchange factor
Chaperome Members of the chaperone cochaperone,
and the folding enzymes PDIs and PPIs
PDIs Peptidyl disulfide isomerases
PPIs Peptidylprolyl isomerases
SILAC Stable isotope labeling with amino acids in
cell culture
MS Mass spectrometry
IBAQ Intensity-based absolute quantification
SD Standard deviation
Proteostasis Protein homeostasis
Proteopathies Protein conformational diseases
Introduction
As cellular functions are overwhelmingly carried by proteins,
quantitative information from high-throughput proteomics on
physiological concentrations and ratios of polypeptides in
various compartments of the human cell is of great value to
experimental biology and medicine. The relative importance
of a given protein for a cellular function may depend on a
delicate balance between its activity and its copy number. The
rapidly growing proteomic data from various human cells
provide a new means to assess degree of generality of partic-
ular cellular functions carried by particular proteins. Thus,
when a polypeptide is evenly expressed in all cell types and
tissues, it is more likely to carry a general housekeeping
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cellular function than a polypeptide that is only expressed in
certain cell types and absent in others. Moreover, knowledge
of cellular ratios between various subunits of well-established
and less-known functional complexes may refine our under-
standing of their respective mode of interactions. Whereas
equally stoichiometric subunits can serve as stable compo-
nents of core–protein complexes, substoichiometric subunits
cannot and are rather compelled to interact dynamically with
core complexes as regulatory subunits. Alternatively, they
may differentiate a core–protein complex into several sub-
populations with divergent functions.
In the crowded cellular environment, which in eukaryotes
reaching protein concentrations of 50–200 mg/ml, folding of
nascent polypeptides to their native state and the proper
refolding of stress- or mutation-destabilized proteins is a deli-
cate process that is highly error prone (Ellis 2001). Misfolded
and aggregated proteins lack their original biological function
and, importantly, they also tend to form cytotoxic aggregates
that can damage cellular membranes, disturb protein homeo-
stasis, and induce cell death, causing tissue loss in degenerative
protein-conformational diseases and aging (Hinault et al. 2006)
. Detailed knowledge of the true cellular concentrations of
potentially toxic polypeptide species and of various cellular
machineries that may assist the proper folding of proteins in the
different cellular compartments is, therefore, essential to un-
derstanding of the causes of proteotoxicity and of the reasons
for which the cellular mechanisms that successfully control
cellular proteostasis in youth become less effective with age.
Tissieres identified a class of proteins that accumulate in
cells during and following heat shock, which were named
heat shock proteins (HSPs; Tissieres et al. 1974). Later, the
term “molecular chaperone” was used to describe a novel
type of cellular function, first demonstrated in the case of
bacterial Hsp60, where GroEL from Escherichia coli,
assisted by its cochaperone GroES, was shown to promote
in the cell proper assembly of phages (Hemmingsen et al.
1988) and of cyanobacterial RubisCO and in vitro to prevent
the misfolding and aggregation of artificially unfolded
RubisCO and subsequently promote native refolding of
active RubisCO oligomers (Goloubinoff et al. 1989a;
Goloubinoff et al. 1989b). Several additional molecular
chaperones have since been identified as protein-folding
aids, in particular, Hsp70, Hsp110, Hsp90, Hsp60, Hsp40,
and the small HSPs (Hinault et al. 2006). Noticeably, the
attribute “HSP,” which is commonly given to molecular
chaperones, is experimentally improper as only a fifth of
the human chaperome (33/169 genes) is heat inducible,
hence encoding for HSPs in sensu stricto. Moreover, 425
human genes that are not members of the chaperome are
significantly induced by heat (Finka et al. 2011).
In eukaryotes, protein synthesis, folding, translocation, and
degradation strongly depend on coordinated activity of the
chaperone and folding enzyme network (Hinault et al. 2006;
Hinault et al. 2011). Hence, in human cells, cotranslational
folding of polypeptides is assisted by the ribosome-associated
complex (RAC) that includes the J-domain protein zuotin,
which is anchored to the large ribosomal subunit RPL31.
Zuotin, in turn, recruits cytosolic Hsp70-like molecules,
HspA14 and Hsc70, to the nearby extruding nascent chains
(Koplin et al. 2010; Albanese et al. 2010). The cytosolic
Hsp90 and Hsp70 machineries can also target, import, and
mediate native folding of proteins into mitochondria (Neupert
and Schatz 1981; Cassina and Casari 2009). In yeast and
mammalian cells, post-translational import of cytosolic pro-
teins into endoplasmic reticulum (ER) also involves the J
domain-containing Sec63, which is required as a docking site
at the translocation pore for luminal Hsp70s to pull and import
the cytosolic proteins into the ER lumen by an adenosine
triphosphate (ATP)-fueled ratcheting mechanism (Rapoport
2007). Similarly, the post-translational import of many cyto-
solic proteins into the mitochondria involves TIM14, which J
domain serves as a docking site, alongside TIM44, for the
mitochondrial Hsp70 (mortalin), enabling the unfolding and
post-translational protein import by a mechanism combining
entropic pulling and ratcheting (De los Rios et al. 2006;
Goloubinoff and De Los Rios 2007). Moreover, the
Hsp70/Hsp40/NEF machineries control oligomeric state and
thus, the biological activities of many native protein com-
plexes, such as IKapaB (Weiss et al. 2007) or clathrin cages
(Schuermann et al. 2008). Cytosolic Hsp70/Hsp40/NEF and
Hsp90 machineries are also involved in the activation of
native proteins, as in the case of the steroid hormone receptor
(Dittmar et al. 1997), or in their inactivation, as in the case of
heat-shock transcription factor-1 (Kikis et al. 2010).
Noticeably, survival of heat-stressed cells depends on ability
of specific heat-inducedmembers of the chaperome to prevent
protein misfolding and aggregation during stress and, once the
stress is over, to actively unfold stably aggregated proteins that
escaped chaperone protection into natively refoldable or
protease-degradable polypeptides (Hinault et al. 2006;
Hinault et al. 2011). Therefore, Hsp70 with Hsp40 alone
(Diamant et al. 2000), but more efficiently in the presence of
the Hsp110 cochaperone, can disaggregate and promote the
native refolding of stable protein aggregates in vitro and in
cells (Shorter 2011; Rampelt et al. 2012). The small HSPs that
contain α-crystalline domains can prevent the aggregation of
stress-labile proteins and promote their subsequent native
refolding by other chaperones, such as Hsp70 and GroEL
(Gragerov et al. 1992; Veinger et al. 1998). In animal tissues,
onset of proteopathies, such as Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and prion
and cystic fibrosis, correlate with mutations that destabilize
the native conformation of proteins, or with the defective
expression, or the stalling of chaperone machineries in
stressed cells (Hinault et al. 2006; Coppinger et al. 2012). It
is, therefore, of paramount importance to integrate
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quantitative values to the known qualitative observations and
thus, weigh the particular contributions of individual folding,
holding, and unfolding chaperone machineries and their reg-
ulatory cochaperones to refine the understanding of how the
chaperome network can prevent the early onset of protein
conformational diseases in youth and to identify reasons for
chaperome failure in aging.
Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis coupled with stable iso-
tope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) has
recently become a method of choice to analyze the human
proteome (Schmidt et al. 2011). As polypeptide stoichiometry
in enzymes, cofactors, and substrates may unravel molecular
mechanisms (Kline and Sussman 2010), we performed a
meta-analysis of the human proteome from 11 immortalized
cultured cell lines (Geiger et al. 2012), with particular focus on
the molecular chaperones and foldases, which together are
responsible for proper protein folding, trafficking, transloca-
tion, activation, unfolding, disaggregation, and degradation in
the different compartments of the cell.
We first developed and validated a method to convert the
published intensity-based absolute quantification (iBAQ)
numbers for each identified protein into normalized poly-
peptide copy numbers per cell. In unstressed HeLa cells, the
members of the chaperome network contributed 10.4 % to
the total protein mass and 8 % to the total polypeptide copy
number. Molar ratios between the most prominent members
of the Hsp60, Hsp70, small Hsps and Hsp90 chaperone
families and their main cochaperones provided new insights
on their molecular mechanisms in the cytosol, mitochondria,
and ER lumen. Knowledge of physiological amounts and
stoichiometry between prominent members of the human
chaperome and their clients may contribute to early diagno-
sis of protein conformational diseases and to design of
chaperone-based treatments.
Methods
The raw iBAQ values were obtained for 11 different im-
mortalized human cell lines in triplicates from (http://www.
mcponline.org/content/suppl/2012/01/25/M111.014050.
DC1/mcp.M111.014050-3.xlsx; Geiger et al. 2012) as a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. To normalize the iBAQ
values, logarithmic values were first converted into linear
values. Then, values from each cell (column) were summed
up to obtain the total (100 %) iBAQ-derived copy number
per cell. In parallel, the iBAQ values were converted into
protein mass by dividing the iBAQ numbers by Avogadro's
constant and multiplying by the specific molecular weight
of each polypeptide, followed by calculation of means, SD,
T values, and p values. The values of each column were
summed up to obtain the total (100 %) iBAQ-derived pro-
tein mass per cell. Then, in each column, the iBAQ-derived
protein mass of every individual protein was divided by the
total protein mass (Supplementary Figs. 1). The 33 normal-
ized proportional mass and copy number values per cell
obtained for each detected protein were than sorted
according to their statistical significance. The means, SD,
T values, and p values for mass and numeral proportion for
each individual polypeptide in the 33 cell samples were
calculated using Excel.
We retained for further analysis only 1,497 proteins,
which we found to be in statistically significant (p>0.1)
similar polypeptide copy number as well as in similar pro-
tein mass per constant cell volume in all the 33 cell samples.
To calculate cellular protein crowding and total polypeptide
copy number per single HeLa cell, the means and SDs of
numeral and mass proportions were separately calculated for
each polypeptide based on three samples per cell type and
converted to the polypeptide copy number and mass by
multiplying proportions with ~2.3×109 or 150 pg, respec-
tively, within an average volume of 2,600 μm3 for typical 3-
day-old HeLa cells was from Luciani et al. (2001).
Results
We analyzed the raw quantitative values obtained from
SILAC-MS for 11 different immortalized human cell lines
in triplicates by Geiger et al. (2012). Whereas 11,731 dif-
ferent polypeptides were identified by SILAC as being
present in detectable amounts in at least one of the 33
independent samples, only 8,521 were present in detectable
amounts in at least one of the triplicate for each of the 11
different cell lines.
Specific protein quantification using SILAC and other
methods have shown that a typical cultured cell may contain
up to 130–150 pg of total proteins (Van de Water and
Olmsted 1980; Volpe and Eremenko 1970) corresponding
to 60–150 mg/ml (Albe et al. 1990) and a total of about 2×
109 polypeptides (Nagaraj et al. 2011). Although iBAQ are
generally considered good proxies to quantify the absolute
amount of particular polypeptides in a given cell using
SILAC (Schwanhausser et al. 2011), here, the direct iBAQ
values could not be directly used because they produced
nonphysiologically high and variable values, ranging from
1,000 mg/ml and 3.5×1010 polypeptides in K562 cells to
4,800 mg/ml and 15×1010 polypeptides in HEK293 cells
(Supplementary Fig. 1a and b). The direct non-normalized
values predicted that only 123 polypeptides would be pres-
ent in significantly similar copy numbers per constant cel-
lular volume in all the 11 cell lines, with p values <0.1. As
the 11 different human cell types likely share more proteins
with a similar copy number per constant volume, we next
normalized the raw iBAQ copy number values for each of
the 8,521 proteins by the sum of all the 11,731 iBAQ
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polypeptide copy numbers found in each of the 11 cell types
and expressed the copy number for each protein as a fraction
of the total polypeptide copies per constant cell volume.
Thus normalized, 1,524 different polypeptides were found
to be present in significantly similar normalized copy num-
bers per constant cell volume in all the 11 cell lines with p
values <0.1 (Supplementary Table 1).
Confirming the centrality of these 1,524 evenly expressed
proteins in all the tested cell lines, the sum of their copy
numbers was 63 % of the total polypeptide copy number
(100%=2.3×109 for HeLa), while they were encoded by only
6.5 % of the human genome (1,524/23,438, see the Genome
Reference Consortium, version GRCh37; Supplementary
Table 1). The validity of this list of proteins expressed in
significantly constant copy numbers per constant volume in
the 11 different cell lines was confirmed by performing the
same normalization process using the calculated mass propor-
tion for each polypeptide (Supplementary Table 2). Once each
protein mass was normalized by the sum of all the polypep-
tides masses in a particular cell and expressed as a fraction of
the total protein mass per constant cell volume, 1,564 different
polypeptides were found to have similar masses in all the 11
cell lines with p values <0.1 (Supplementary Table 2), which
represented 70 % of the total protein mass of cells (Fig. 1a;
Supplementary Table 2). Remarkably, both protein lists, by
copy number and by mass, overwhelmingly overlapped
(Fig. 1a), sharing 1,497 proteins. This confirms that various
types of human cells likely express at least 1,500 proteins in
constant proportions, most of which likely carrying essential
housekeeping functions.
The relative mass distribution for each polypeptide from
the 1,564 protein dataset (by mass) showed best fits to the
general means for the HeLa proteins (R2=0.96) and the least
fits for the LnCap proteins (R2=0.86; Fig. 1b). Thus, much
of our subsequent analysis focused on the HeLa proteome,
as a paradigm for the human proteome.
Classic protein quantification methods have previously
shown that an average HeLa cell may contain about 150 pg
of total protein (Volpe and Eremenko 1970). Using quantita-
tive precipitation of cytosolic ribosomes and of ribosomal
subunits and mass determination by sucrose gradient centri-
fugation and absorbancemeasurements of 28S rRNA, Duncan
and Hershey independently found that ribosomes contributed
5–10 % to HeLa cells mass and corresponded to 2.6–5.2×106
Fig. 1 Normalized polypeptide
masses and copy numbers in
various human cells. a An
overlap of 1,497 proteins (light
gray), which are significantly
similar (with p values<0.1),
both in terms of copy number
and proportional mass (deep
gray), per constant cell volume,
from 33 independent cell
measurements in 11 different
human cell lines. b The
correlation between the mean
protein mass proportion (w/
w %) of the 1,564 proteins in
HeLa cells that are significantly
similar in terms of proportional
mass per volume against the
mean values for the same
proteins in the 11 different cell
lines. Correlation coefficients
for each cell line are listed. c
Averaged copy numbers (left
vertical axis) of 38 statistically
significant 60S ribosomal
proteins per HeLa cell from a
(plain bars), compared to their
numeral proportion (right
vertical axis) in the 33 samples
from the 11 different cell lines
(hatched bars). The red dashed
line is the mean value of the 38
ribosomal proteins in HeLa
cells. (Geiger et al. 2012)
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ribosome particles per cell (Duncan and Hershey 1983). These
values were recently confirmed by high-throughput SILAC
proteomics, with 3.3 x 106 ribosomes, which contributed to
about 6% of the total protein mass and implied the presence of
a total of 2×109 polypeptides per HeLa cell (Nagaraj et al.,
2011). The molecular weight of a ribosome is about 4.3 MDa
and the ribosomal protein share is 40 %, corresponding to
3.3×106 ribosomes and 9.4 pg of ribosomal protein to the cell.
Assuming that 6 % of the total protein mass of the cell
corresponded to 9.4 pg of ribosomal protein mass, this implied
a total protein mass of 156 pg per HeLa cell, in very good
agreement with earlier independent estimates (Volpe and
Eremenko 1970).
We next validated our normalization approach for the iBAQ
proteomic data from Geiger et al. (2012) by focusing on the
proteins from the large ribosomal subunit. Thirty-eight polypep-
tide subunits of the 60S ribosomal complex belonged to the list
of 1,524 significantly evenly expressed proteins per constant
cell volume in all the 11 human cell lines (Supplementary
Table 1). The normalized mean copy number for these 38 large
subunit polypeptides (RPLs), each present in a single copy per
ribosome, was 0.175±0.039 % for all the 11 cell types and was
slightly higher (0.212±0.036 %) in the case of HeLa cells only
(Fig. 1c). As RPL31was nearest to themean value, we used it as
a proxy to estimate the copy number of ribosome particles per
HeLa cell. The dataset showed a mean mass proportion for
RPL31 of 0.077 %, relative to the total protein mass in HeLa
cells (Supplementary Table 2). Given that the mass of a ribo-
some is 4,300,000 Da, the net mass of the polypeptides in a
ribosome is 1,720,000 Da, and the molecular weight of Rpl31 is
14,436 Da, the normalized data implied that the ribosomes
contributed 9.1 % to the total protein mass (0.077 %×
1,720,000/14,630), corresponding to 4.8×106 ribosomes.
Given that the numeral number proportion of Rpl31 in HeLa
cells was slightly higher (0.212 %) than the mean of the 11 cell
lines (Fig. 1c), this produced a total of 4.8×106×100/0.212=
2.3×109 polypeptides per HeLa cell, which was in a good
agreement with the previous estimations by Nagaraj et al.
(2011). The protein mass and cellular volumes of mammalian
cultured cells may decrease with age (Erlinger and Saier 1982;
Volpe and Eremenko 1970; Luciani et al. 2001), with cellular
volumes of HeLa cells becoming half sized within 1 week of
culture (Luciani et al. 2001). Using a mean cellular diameter
(Luciani et al. 2001), the volume of 1-week-old HeLa cells
should range between 2,600 and 1,100 μm3, which given
150 pg per cell, corresponds to protein crowding of 60–
140 mg/ml.
Members of the chaperome are among the most abundant
proteins in human cells
Members of the highly conserved Hsp90 chaperones were
found to be the most abundant proteins in the different
immortalized human cell lines, averaging alone 2.8 % and,
together with the Hsp70s, up to 5.5 % the total protein mass
(Supplementary Table 3). Further focusing on the protein
homeostasis machineries of the human cells, we established
a list of 147 bioinformatically predicted members of the
human chaperome according to the criteria previously de-
scribed (Finka et al. 2011; Kampinga et al. 2009). This list
included all the canonical members of the chaperone families
Hsp110, Hsp90, Hsp70, Hsp60 and small HSPs, their
cochaperones (Hsp10, prefoldins, J-domain proteins,
Hsp70-nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs), and Hsp90
cochaperones), and the folding enzymes PPIs and PDIs
(Supplementary Table 3). Remarkably, the 147 members of
the chaperome contributed up to 7.6 % of total number of
polypeptides and up to 10.3 % of the total protein mass in
HeLa cells (Fig. 2a, upper panel). As 147 polypeptides were
only 1.3 % of 11,731 different SILAC identified human poly-
peptides, the chaperome polypeptides were thus found to be,
on average, eight times more abundant than nonchaperome
polypeptides. Moreover, a third of the chaperome (56), prin-
cipally composed of abundant core members of the ATP-
hydrolyzing chaperone machineries Hsp110, Hsp90, Hsp70,
and Hsp60, formed two-thirds of the total chaperome mass
(8.8% of the total cellular protein mass) and were consequent-
ly 18-fold more abundant than average nonchaperome pro-
teins (Fig. 2a, lower panel). The remaining 91 less abundant
chaperome members, which were only 1.5 % of the total
cellular mass, were mostly regulatory cochaperones of the
Hsp90 and Hsp70 machineries.
In the cell or in vitro, the formation of stable protein com-
plexes and the cooperative interactions between the various
polypeptides of a protein complex strongly depend on the
absolute cellular concentrations of its subunits and on their
stoichiometry. Thus, we next examined the copy numbers of
various components of known molecular chaperone machiner-
ies for which there is experimental evidence that they may form
stable complexes regulated by various specific cochaperones
acting in concert with foldases and other chaperones to control
the unfolding and the native refolding and assembly of a large
array of client polypeptides in the different compartments of the
human cell. We next categorized, on the basis of bioinformatic
and experimental evidence, the 147 members of the human
chaperome into 109 cytosolic (and nucleus), 13 mitochondrial,
and 25 ER polypeptides (Supplementary Table 3), representing
7.42 %, 1.21 %, and 1.84 % respectively, of the total protein
mass of HeLa cells (Fig. 2b).
Within each cellular compartment, the chaperome was
further subdivided into five functionally distinct chaperone
systems: (1) the Hsp60 chaperonins, including the cytosolic
CCTs and mitochondrial GroEL and their cochaperones; (2)
the Hsp70 chaperones, including the various Hsp70 and
Hsp110 isoforms and their J domain and NEFs cochaperones;
(3) the Hsp90 chaperones, including the various Hsp90
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isoforms and their dozen cochaperones; (4) the α-crystalline-
containing small HSP chaperones; and (5) the foldases, in-
cluding the PPIs and the PDIs. We next analyzed the stoichio-
metric relationships in each cellular compartment between the
various components of these five categories of chaperone
systems.
The distribution of the various chaperone systems dif-
fered among compartments. Whereas the Hsp90 chaperone
system was predominant in the cytoplasm, its relative abun-
dance compared to the Hsp70 chaperone system decreased
in the ER to become quantitatively negligible in the mito-
chondria. The cytosolic Hsp60 chaperonin system (CCTs)
was less abundant than both Hsp90 and Hsp70 systems,
inexistent in the ER and as abundant as Hsp70 in the
mitochondria. Noticeably, whereas the small HSPs are ma-
jor components of the chaperome in other types of human
cells, such as eye lens (Wistow and Piatigorsky 1988), and
in plants and yeast (Nakamoto and Vigh 2007), in the HeLa
cells they were least abundant chaperones, to be found only
in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2b). Expectedly, the PDIs were more
present in the oxidative environment of the ER lumen,
where misfolded proteins with misaligned disulfide bonds
may need to be reshuffled to reach their native state. The
PPIs, some of which known to collaborate closely with
Hsp90 (Riggs et al. 2003), were present in significant
amounts in the cytoplasm and ER, where Hsp90 was also
abundant, in contrast to mitochondria.
Quantitative analysis of the Hsp60 chaperonins
in the cytosol and mitochondria
In eukaryotes, CCTs are cytosolic chaperonins of class II that
are composed of eight different paralogous subunits CCT1–
8 (Yebenes et al. 2011) assembled in two base-to-base asso-
ciated octameric rings (Cong et al. 2010). The CCTs can
interact with a large number of different proteins but predom-
inantly assist to the folding of the cytoskeletal actins and
tubulins (Melville et al. 2003; Blacque and Leroux 2006;
Llorca et al. 1999; Llorca et al. 2001; Dekker et al. 2008;
Dekker et al. 2012). The structure of the CCT complexes
predicts that each of the eight paralogous CCT subunits is
equimolar in the complex.
This stoichiometry was remarkably confirmed by the
proteomic data in the 11 cell lines. With the exception of
CCT7 that was slightly less abundant and CCT8 that was
slightly more abundant (with, respectively, 1.84×106 and
3.22×106 molecules per HeLa cell), the concentration of the
remaining subunits CCT1–6 was 2.6×106±0.4 (Fig. 3a;
Supplementary Table 3). Thus, in addition to the absolute
cellular concentrations for the CCT complexes in the human
cell (1.3×106 CCT16 particles per HeLa cell), high-
throughput SILAC proteomics generally confirmed the X-
ray evidence about an equimolar stoichiometry between the
eight orthologous CCT subunits in the chaperonin complex
with an accuracy of ±25 %. Yet, experiments may be needed
to exclude the possibility that some chaperonin rings might
incorporate a second CCT8 subunit instead of the CCT7.
Examination of the cellular stoichiometry between the CCT
chaperonins with their two major substrates showed two
actin and 16 tubulin molecules per CCT16 complex
(Fig. 3b; Supplementary Table 2).
It has been estimated that the relative mass proportion of
cytosolic CCT complex chaperonins range between 0.8 % in
HEp-2 cells (Lewis et al. 1992) and 6.4 % in mice testicular
cells, supporting our estimation of 1.3 % of CCT complexes
in HeLa cell (Supplementary Fig. 1). Initial estimations of
Fig. 2 Chaperones are among the most abundant proteins in HeLa
cells. a Distributions of mean mass proportions and SD (in percent of
total, upper graph), and copy number (lower graph) of each individual
protein present in statistically significantly similar amounts per cell.
Chaperome proteins are in black and nonchaperome proteins in gray.
Means and SD are from three independent measurements from HeLa
cells. b Distribution of mass proportions from total HeLa cell proteins
of the main chaperome systems as indicated: Hsp90 with
cochaperones, Hsp70 with cochaperones, Hsp60 with Hsp10
cochaperone, the small HSPs, and the foldases PPIs and PDIs, in the
cytosol (white), the endoplasmic reticulum (ER, deep gray), and the
mitochondria (Mito, light gray). (Geiger et al. 2012)
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purified cytosolic actins and tubulins from different cell
types yielded between 0.05 % and 0.2 % of actins (Pollard
1984) and about 2.7 % tubulins (Van de Water and Olmsted
1980). These values are compatible with our estimation of
actin and tubulin mass proportion being, respectively, be-
tween 0.1 % in HeLa cells and 2.0 % of GaMG (glioma)
cells (Supplementary Table 2). Recent protein quantitation
of HeLa cells gave an insight of the stoichiometry between
the CCT complexes, actins, and tubulins in HeLa cells of
1:2:12 (Nagaraj et al. 2011), demonstrating the robustness of
MS. Such stoichiometric relationships suggest that once
every chaperonin octameric ring has mediated the folding
of one actin and eight tubulins, they may be free to assist the
folding of less specific substrates (Dekker et al. 2008). The
prefoldin complex, phosducin-like regulatory proteins, and
the tubulin folding cofactors have been involved in assem-
bly of tubulins and actin (Lundin et al. 2010). We find here
that prefoldin (Siegers et al. 1999) and the tubulin folding
auxiliary proteins are between one and two orders of mag-
nitude less abundant than CCT (not shown), suggesting that
they may regulate the folding and assembly of tubulin only
by way of dynamic interactions with the CCT chaperonins.
The mitochondrial chaperonins, Hsp60 (bacterial GroEL),
form two homologous heptameric rings associated back to
back in a Hsp6014 complex that become transiently capped
by Hsp107 (GroES) homologous heptamers during the folding
cycle (Azem et al. 1995; Fig. 3c). Similar to eubacteria (Gross
1996), the copy number values from the 11 different human
cell lines showed that the Hsp60 core-chaperonin protomers
and the Hsp10 cochaperonin protomers were nearly equimolar
(Fig. 3c; Supplementary Table 1; Supplementary Table 3). This
stoichiometry strongly favors a chaperonin refolding cycle
in which active single-capped bullet-shaped Hsp6014Hsp107
may transiently associate with the free Hsp107 to form
transient active doubled-capped symmetrical football-
shaped Hsp107Hsp6014Hsp107 complexes (Azem et al.
1995; Diamant et al. 1995; Torok et al. 1996).
The Hsp70 chaperone systems in HeLa cells
Hsp70s belong to a highly conserved family of molecular
chaperones present in all the ATP-containing compartments
of eukaryotic cells acting as ATP-fueled polypeptide unfolding
enzymes and pulling machines. Assisted with J-domain
cochaperones and NEFs, Hsp70s can recognize and transiently
interact with various protein substrates. Under physiological
conditions, Hsp70s may regulate deoligomerization of clathrin
cages and triskalion recycling, collaborate with Hsp90 to
translocate proteins into the mitochondria and the ER lumen,
and mediate targeting of ubiquitinated proteins to the
proteasome for degradation (Eisenberg and Greene 2007;
Cassina and Casari 2009; Rapoport 2007; Kalia et al. 2011).
During and following heat stress, Hsp70, moreover, can use
ATP to unfold and solubilize stably misfolded and aggregated
proteins (Diamant et al. 2000; Sharma et al. 2010). Recently,
Hsp70 was found to act in concert with the Hsp70-like
cochaperones, Hsp110s, at mediating the solubilization of
stable protein aggregates (Shorter 2011; Rampelt et al. 2012).
In the cytosol of HeLa cells, the total copy number of the
Fig. 3 Copy numbers in millions and stoichiometry of chaperonins
and their substrates. a Average copy number (×106) of each CCT
subunit 1–8 per HeLa cell. b Average copy number (×106) of CCT8
rings, actin, and tubulin substrate per HeLa cell. c Average copy
number proportions of Hsp60 (red) and Hsp10 (pink) from the 33
independent measures in the 11 different cell types (up). Below Possi-
ble mitochondrial chaperonin Hsp60:Hsp10 heterooligomeric com-
plexes allowed by a stoichiometry of 1:1 between Hsp60 and Hsp10
protomers, including free Hsp107, the brick-shaped Hsp6014 core
chaperonin, the single capped bullet-shaped Hsp6014Hsp107, and the
doubled capped symmetrical football-shaped Hsp107Hsp6014Hsp107
complexes. (Azem et al. 1995; Diamant et al. 1995; Torok et al. 1996)
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bioinformatically identified Hsp70s, including Hsp70-like
Hsp110s, was 22.2×107 (Fig. 4a). Thus, Hsp70s polypeptides
were nearly as abundant as Hsp90s. Out of eight different
Hsp70s predicted to be expressed in the human cytosol
(Hsp12A, HspA14, HspA1A/B, HspA1L, HspA2, HspA6,
and HspA8), only two contributed over 99.5 % to the cytosolic
Hsp70 pool: about two-thirds being the constitutive HspA8
(Hsc70) and one-third, the heat-inducible HspA1A/B form
(Fig. 4a). This confirms that alongside Hsc70, HspA1A/B is
involved in housekeeping nearly physiological functions of the
different immortalized cells and is not exclusively synthesized
to prevent and repair stress-induced conformational damages
in proteins.
J-domain cochaperones specifically target the Hsp70
unfolding machineries to their various native and misfolded
protein substrates. Out of the 12 predicted class A and class B
soluble J-domain cochaperones in the human cell cytoplasm,
DNAJA1, DNAJA2, and DNAJB1 were by far the most abun-
dant Hsp70 cochaperones, suggesting that they are “generalist”
cochaperones mainly for HspA8 and HspA1A/B, whereas the
other J-domain cochaperones may be more specific, as in the
case of auxilin (DNAJC6), which unique known role is to target
Hsc70 to clathrin cages for disassembly.
Sequencewise, Hsp110s are Hsp70-like molecules, which
are considered to be NEFs, which provide Hsp70 with strong
disaggregation activity. Of the three cytosolic Hsp110 pro-
teins, HspH2 (Apg-2) and HspH1 (Hsp105) were the most
abundant. Given that Hsc70 and Hsp110 may form stable 1:1
heterodimers (Polier et al. 2008) capable of disaggregating
stable protein aggregates (Rampelt et al. 2012; Shorter 2011),
the observed stoichiometry in the cytosol suggests that all
three types of Hsp110s can form functional disaggregating
complexes with 24 % the Hsp70 pool, leaving the remaining
76 % to carry other Hsc70-specific functions, such as
deoligomerization of clathrin cages (Sousa and Lafer 2006),
inactivating native oligomers (Weiss et al. 2007), and mediat-
ing the folding of nascent polypeptides (Koplin et al. 2010).
Upon being anchored to the L31 ribosomal subunit near the
ribosome exit, the J-domain cochaperone zuotin (DNAJC2)
can recruit cytosolic HspA14 (Hsp70L1) and Hsc70 to assist
the folding of nascent polypeptides (Fiaux et al. 2010).
Examining the cellular amounts showed that whereas zuotin
and HspA14 were equimolar, they both were about 45-fold
less abundant than the L31 ribosomal anchor (Table 1). Thus,
cellular stoichiometry indicates that at any given moment,
no more than 2 % of the ribosomes may have a
zuotin/HspA14/Hsc70 complex bound at the polypeptide exit
site, implying that the RAC complex has highly dynamic
interactions with the ribosomes.
The Hsp70 network in the ER was simpler than in the
cytosol, with HspA5 (BiP) being the overwhelmingly pre-
dominant Hsp70 species, as compared to HspA13. It was
nearly ninefold in molar excess over the only lumen-soluble
J-domain cochaperone DNAJB11. The ER membrane-
anchored J domain-containing Sec63 cochaperone, which
is responsible for the post-translational import of a particular
subset of cytosolic proteins into the ER lumen (Rapoport
2007), was 30 times less abundant than HspA5, suggesting
that at any given moment, less than 4 % of the ER Hsp70s
can be recruited to the polypeptide import machinery,
allowing the remaining 96 % to be involved in other chap-
erone duties, such as assisting the proper folding of
cotranslationally imported polypeptides or the unfolding of
misfolded and aggregated proteins resulting from ER (or
UPR) stress (Hetz 2012).
As mortalin (HspA9) is the only mitochondrial Hsp70,
the Hsp70 network was even simpler in mitochondria than
in the ER. Mortalin was found to be nearly as abundant as
HspA5 in the ER lumen. It was 12.3 times more abundant than
Fig. 4 Proteomics of the Hsp70 chaperone machineries. a Average
copy number (×107) per HeLa cell of Hsp70-like, Hsp110-like chap-
erones, J-domain cochaperones, and nucleotide exchange factors
(NEFs) in the cytosol (a), the endoplasmic reticulum (b), and the
mitochondria (c) as indicated. (Geiger et al. 2012)
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its only soluble J-domain cochaperone, DNAJA3. Like
HspA5, mortalin is an active component of the polypeptide
machinery that imports cytosol-synthesized polypeptides with
mitochondrial-targeting presequences (Cassina and Casari
2009). Mortalin was 80 times more abundant than the J-
domain pore components DNAJC19 (TIM14), 18 times more
abundant than the pore-anchoring subunit TIM44, and 25-fold
more abundant than the TOM70 dimers. This strongly sug-
gests that, as in the case of the ER lumen, at any given
moment, less than 5 % of the mitochondrial Hsp70 can be
recruited to the import pore, allowing the remaining 95 % to
be involved in other chaperone duties, such as mediating the
proper un/folding of imported and of de novo synthesized
polypeptides as well as the unfolding of stable protein aggre-
gates (Goloubinoff and De Los Rios 2007).
In the cytosol, the ratio between the sum of Hsp70s and
Hsp70-like Hsp110s, relative to their putative J-domain
cochaperones was 6.3, as compared to 10:1 in E. coli
(Pierpaoli et al. 1997; Gross 1996). In the cytoplasm,
Bag2 and Bag3, which were the most abundant NEFs, were
17 times less abundant than their main Hsp70 partners
HspA8 and HspA1A/B (Fig. 4). A similar 16-fold ratio
was maintained in the mitochondria between mortalin
(HspA9) and GRPELE1, in contrast to their respective bac-
terial homologs, where DnaK is only three times more
abundant than GrpE (Pierpaoli et al. 1997; Gross 1996).
This is compatible with in vitro observations, indicating that
eukaryotic Hsp70 may exchange nucleotides without NEFs
more readily than DnaK without GrpE (Rampelt et al. 2011)
and implies that eukaryotic Hsp70s are possibly less stringent-
ly controlled by NEFs, in general. We found previously using
in vitro assays of heat-preaggregated G6PDH that as little as
1:20 GrpE compared to DnaK can mediate half-maximal rates
of protein refolding (Ben-Zvi et al. 2004).
Given that the proposed role of J-domain cochaperones is
primarily to recognize misfolded or alternatively folded poly-
peptide substrates and then target the Hsp70-unfolding ma-
chineries to these substrates, one can estimate that at any given
moment, the cellular pool of J-domain proteins can bind about
0.2 % of the total cellular proteins to be further processed by
the Hsp70 chaperone network. In contrast to the J-domain
cochaperones recruiting Hsp70s to unfold client proteins, the
Hsp70-interacting protein (HIP) recruits Hsp70s to subse-
quently degrade client proteins by the proteasome (Muller et
al. 2012; Kalia et al. 2011). In the cytoplasm, there were about
ten times more soluble J-domain cochaperones than CHIP,
suggesting that the Hsp70-mediated unfolding for native
refolding (rehabilitation) events are more frequent than the
Hsp70-mediated unfolding for degradation events, which ap-
pears to be a thermodynamically sound equilibrium for cells.
Proteomic analysis of the Hsp90 interactome in HeLa cells
In HeLa cells, cytosolic Hsp90AA1 and Hsp90AB1 were
1.0 % of total polypeptide copy number and 2.3 % of total
protein mass (Supplementary Fig. 1). We used the Picard
database of cytosolic Hsp90 interactors (http://www.picard.
ch/Hsp90Int/index.php, Echeverria et al. 2011) to retrieve a
restrictive list of polypeptides for which there are strong direct
biochemical (pull down) and genetic evidences that they
specifically interact in mammalian cells with Hsp90AA1
and Hsp90AB1 either as cochaperones or as clients
(Supplementary Table 3). This list shows that the cytosolic
Hsp90s are regulated by over a dozen putative cochaperones,
the most studied of which controlling ATP hydrolysis and the
chaperone client binding/release activity and modes of collab-
oration between Hsp90s and Hsp70 chaperones. Much simpler
than in the cytosol, the ERHsp90 (Grp94, Hsp90B) has at most,
three putative cochaperones (Marzec et al. 2012) and mitochon-
drial Hsp90 (TRAP1) has no known cochaperone. The proteo-
mic data showed that all known cytoplasmic Hsp90
cochaperones were by far substoichiometric to the total cytosol-
ic pool of Hsp90AA1 and Hsp90AB1. A substoichiometric
molar ratio 1:7 was found for the p23 that inhibits the Hsp90
ATPase activity (Karagoz et al. 2011), 1:9 for valosin-containing
protein (VCP), 1:16 for both the Hsp70-interacting protein (HIP,
ST13), and the Hsp70/Hsp90-organizing protein (STIP1, HOP),
1:34 for Aha1 that activates the Hsp90 ATPase (AHSA1), 1:41
for the ubiquitin ligase-associated protein CHIP, and 1:46 for the
oncogenic cochaperone adaptor CDC37 (Fig. 5a). Such
substoichiometric ratios indicate that none of the cochaperones
form intrinsic subunits of core Hsp90 dimers and rather associ-
ate dynamically to regulate the numerous cellular activities of
Hsp90.
Table 1 Stoichiometry between ribosomes and chaperome complexes.
Copy numbers per HeLa cells (×106) of protein RPL31 subunit at the
ribosomal exit the ribosomal that is known to anchor the associated
complex (RAC) composed of DNAJC2, HspA14, and Hsc70, with
corresponding p values from 33 cell measurements in the 11 cell lines
according to Geiger et al. (2012). Percentage of ribosomes that may be
associated at any given moment with a RAC complex is obtained from
the cellular molar ratio between DNAJC2 or HspA14 and RPL31
Protein Copy number (×106) p value Complex Association with ribosomes
RPL31 4.80 0.009 Ribosome 100 %
DNAJC2 (zuotin) 0.08 0.127
HspA14 (Hsp70L) 0.09 0.077 RAC ~2 %
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Noticeably, the sum of cytosolic Hsp90s molecules was
2.4×107 per HeLa cell, which was slightly less than 3.2×
107 Hsp70 molecules (Fig. 5b). As both Hsp70-interacting
proteins, HIP and HOP, were each 16-fold less abundant, at
any given moment, no more that 12 % of the Hsp90 mole-
cules could participate in either, HIP- or HOP-dependent
Hsp90/Hsp70 supercomplexes. This further indicates that
although Hsp70 has often been found associated to Hsp90
complexes, a majority of the Hsp90s and Hsp70s may act
independently of one another.
The total copy number of acknowledged Hsp90 clients
summed up to about 10 % of the cellular polypeptides
(Fig. 5c). This tenfold molar excess of client polypeptides
over the chaperone indicated that in the cytosol, each Hsp90
molecule would need to be able to process during its lifetime
at least ten polypeptide substrates. Therefore, Hsp90s would
need to be more than mere “holding” chaperones and act as
molecular “machines” capable of applying multiple consecu-
tive turnovers onto their client proteins (Fig. 5c). Whereas
many Hsp90 clients are involved in cellular signaling, the
proteomic analysis showed that the most abundant Hsp90
clients were metabolic enzymes, possibly in correlation with
the particular metabolic activity of the immortalized cancer
cell lines. Noticeably, the list of Hsp90 interactors showed that
cytosolic Hsp90 bound to mitochondrial Hsp60. This is pos-
sible given that Hsp90 is involved in the import of mitochon-
drial proteins, the most abundant of which being Hsp60 and
mortalin (mtHsp70). In mammalian cells, the cytosolic Hsp70
and Hsp90 can bind the Tom70 and Tom34 that are outer
components of the mitochondrial import pore and facilitate the
transfer of a set of preproteins to the receptor for ensuing
translocation across the mitochondrial membrane (Young et
al. 2003; Cassina and Casari 2009; Salaklang et al. 2008). The
proteomic data suggests that at any given moment, at most
3 % of the cytosolic Hsp90 can be recruited to the transloca-
tion of polypeptides to the mitochondria.
Discussion
Two polypeptide subunits of an active oligomer with a very
high binding constant for each other may yet remain mostly
Fig. 5 Proteomics of the Hsp90 chaperone machineries and clients. a
Stoichiometric ratios between various acknowledged and putative
Hsp90-cytosolic cochaperones and the cytosolic Hsp90s. The Hsp90-
interacting Tomm34 and Tomm70 from the outer membrane of the
mitochondria are shown in magenta. b Stoichiometric ratios between
various acknowledged and putative cytosolic clients and the cytosolic
Hsp90s. The mitochondrial Hsp60 (HspD1, GroEL) is shown in ma-
genta. c Stoichiometric distributions in the cytosol between the Hsp90s
(black wedges) and other members of the cytosolic chaperome with
which they specifically interact (gray wedges). Empty wedges are
members of the cytosolic chaperome for which there is no experimen-
tal evidence of interactions with cytosolic Hsp90s

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unassociated and inactive when extensively diluted.
Addressing the biological impact of such principles of the
chemical equilibrium to the experimental cellular biology
has, thus far, remained limited for lack of knowledge about
the true cellular concentrations of the individual polypeptides
that compose the various protein machineries and of their
substrates and products. The recent developments of quanti-
tative high-throughput proteomics and metabolomics, com-
bined with existing biochemical knowledge about protein
interactions and affinities, permit us to extract new informa-
tion about various biochemical processes in the crowded
environment of the cell. Here, we focused on the chaperome
network in the various compartments of the human cells,
which apparently needs to recruit at least 10 % of the total
protein mass to regulate protein homeostasis. Another reason
of interest for the human chaperome is cellular protein
crowding, thought to be a primary cause for the formation of
toxic misfolded species during folding of de novo synthesized
and the refolding of stress-unfolded polypeptides, causal to
protein conformational diseases, degenerative tissue loss, and
aging (Hinault et al. 2011).
Whereas classical quantitation methods could produce
estimates of total protein mass per cellular volume, the
precise identity and cellular concentrations of the toxic
conformers and of the surrounding native proteins involved
in the cellular crowding effects remained elusive. The ad-
vent of metabolic labeling through SILAC coupled to MS
provides essential new information on the specific cellular
concentrations of the potentially toxic, aggregation-prone
species, such as α-synuclein and its interactors (Jin et al.
2007). Here, this method permitted us to identify and esti-
mate the cellular concentrations of the various chaperome
components that can actively prevent, at least in youth, the
formation of proteotoxic species, and which defective ex-
pression in aging cells or because of aggregation-promoting
mutations leads to cell death and conformational diseases.
The raw non-normalized IBAQ data from the 11 different
immortalized human cultured cell lines (Geiger et al. 2012)
contained unprecedented indirect information on the copy
numbers of almost 12,000 different human proteins, cover-
ing, both in terms of protein mass and of polypeptide copy
number, the majority of the proteins that are apparently
needed for these relatively poorly differentiated cancer cells
to proliferate indefinitely in culture. Once normalized, either
by the sum of polypeptide masses or by the sum of poly-
peptide copy numbers per cell, at least 1,500 proteins were
found to be significantly evenly expressed in all cell types,
which together represented about 70 % of the total cellular
proteins. Among them were most of the ribosomal proteins,
for which the SILAC-MS-derived values perfectly matched
earlier independent estimates using classic 2D gel and spec-
trophotometric quantitation methods of about 3.5×106 ribo-
somes HeLa cell (Duncan and Hershey 1983; Wolf and
Schlessinger 1977). This translated into a predicted total
protein crowding of about 150 mg/ml per cell, whereas we
obtained a reasonably good match of 60 mg/ml from sum-
ming up all the normalized individual mass values from the
SILAC-detected proteins in HeLa cells.
This permitted us to focus on the members of the
chaperome network in the different crowded cellular com-
partments of the human cells and to use arguments based on
the stoichiometry between main core chaperones, their pre-
sumed regulatory cochaperones, and some of their identified
protein clients to derive important mechanistic conclusions.
It should be noted that following normalization, the cellular
concentrations that we obtained for the various members of
the chaperome referred to the total cellular volume, whereas
it has been estimated that ER and mitochondria each occupy
approximately about 10 % of the HeLa cell volume (Cooper
2000; Posakony et al. 1977), implying that the real chaper-
one concentrations in these compartments might be tenfold
higher than their general cellular concentrations.
The data from high-throughput quantitative human pro-
teomics (Geiger et al. 2012) lead to the conspicuous obser-
vation that an average unstressed human adult comprising
an estimated 6–7 kg of intracellular proteins (Wang et al.
2003) may contain 600–700 g of intracellular chaperones,
half of which are Hsp90s and Hsp70s. This demonstrates
that the human cells allocate a major fraction of their energy
and nutrient resources to maintain complex and abundant
protein machineries to control cellular protein homeostasis.
Thus, Hsp70s are a major hub of the chaperome network
that consume ATP to un/fold de novo synthesized proteins,
to import proteins into organelles, to unfold potentially toxic
stress-destabilized aggregated polypeptides, to locally un-
fold or dissociate native protein complexes, and also to
control the degradation of short-lived native proteins and
of stress-damaged polypeptides (Hinault et al. 2011).
Noticeably, whereas on average, the cytosolic Hsp90s
were the most abundant human intracellular proteins in the
11 human cell lines, alongside histone H4 and two cytosolic
Hsp70s, this does not imply that this is the case in all human
cells, especially in highly specialized tissues. Thus, actins
and myosins are, by far, the most abundant proteins in
striated muscle cells (Lodish 2000), α-crystalline in eye lens
cells (Wistow and Piatigorsky 1988), and hemoglobin in
erythrocytes (Lew et al. 1995). Yet, Hsp90s, being the most
abundant human intracellular proteins in cell cultures, exac-
erbates our need to understand what precisely the Hsp90
chaperones are doing to their client proteins. At the present
state of knowledge of their structure and chaperone func-
tions, it is commonly accepted that Hsp90s can passively
prevent the aggregation of artificially unfolded client pro-
teins upon binding them at as yet undetermined regions of
the active Hsp90 dimers. However, preventing client aggre-
gation is, by far, not a unique property of the Hsp90s. The
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small HSPs, Hsp70s, Hsp60s, and Hsp40s, all can prevent
protein aggregation, some more effectively than Hsp90.
Likewise, when assisted by its various cochaperones,
Hsp90s are known to hydrolyze ATP, while causing “struc-
tural changes” of unknown nature to their bound client
polypeptides (Csermely et al. 1993; Prodromou 2012). It
has been suggested, albeit on the basis of scarce experimen-
tal evidence, that ATP-fueled movements within the Hsp90
dimers might cause local unfolding within the bound client
proteins (Genest et al. 2011). In contrast, strong experimen-
tal evidence exists for Hsp70 and Hsp60 acting as ATP-
fueled polypeptide unfolding machineries (Sharma et al.
2010; van der Vaart et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2008). Thus, the
very high degree of evolutionary conservation among pro-
karyotic and eukaryotic Hsp90s, combined with the proteo-
mic data showing very high copy numbers of Hsp90s in the
cytoplasm and ER, strongly suggests that Hsp90 carries a
unique, yet unknown, chaperone function that cannot be
carried by other chaperones.
One possibility is that Hsp90s have evolved a unique set
of client polypeptides, the folding of which can be assisted
only in collaboration with other chaperones, particularly the
Hsp70s, which we find to be nearly as abundant in the
cytoplasm and may form transient Hsp90:Hop:Hsp70 com-
plexes. In this line, it has been reported that the pathological
form of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance reg-
ulator (CFTR) is stalled with a Hsc70/Hsp90 complex dur-
ing protein maturation showing a ratio of 1:2:2, whereas
wild type CFTR have a ratio of 5:1:1, suggesting that the
Hsc70/Hsp90 chaperone complexes act transiently more on
the early folding steps of the mutant CFTR than in the case
of wild type CFTR (Coppinger et al. 2012). Additional
examples will likely be found once a larger set of bona fide
Hsp70 clients will be identified, as is already the case for
Hsp90 (http://www.picard.ch/Hsp90Int/index.php,
Echeverria et al. 2011), and efficiently stringent in vitro
protein refolding assays for Hsp90 and cochaperone with
bona fide clients will be developed, as is the case for Hsp70
and Hsp60 chaperones (Sharma et al. 2010; Goloubinoff et
al. 1989a).
It has been traditionally considered that chaperones act
principally by way of passively preventing the aggregation
of their client polypeptides (Fink 1999). When in excess
compared to its clients, Hsp90 could indeed act as a “hold-
ing” chaperone, preventing aggregation or inappropriate
activity, for example, when it inhibits heat shock factors or
steroid hormone receptors (Zuehlke and Johnson 2010). In
contrast, when a chaperone is substoichiometric to its cli-
ents, as we found in the case of Hsp90, this would imply that
it should act as a dynamic machine capable of processing
polypeptides consecutively, in multiple turnovers. Although
the precise nature of the transformations that are carried by
the hsp90s onto their bound client proteins is unclear, nor is
it known in what particular way Hsp90s act on its clients,
the fact still remains that even under nonstressed conditions,
the Hsp90s are systematically found in constant high
amounts in the various ATP-containing compartments of
the 11 different cell lines. Indeed, Hsp90 inhibitors or de-
creased cellular concentrations of Hsp90s may cause the
expression of cryptic mutant phenotypes (Rutherford and
Lindquist 1998; Yeyati et al. 2007). In contrast, Hsp90
overexpression can prevent apoptosis in cancer cells (Lurje
and Lenz 2009). This indicates that Hsp90s carry unique
essential proteostasis and physiological functions, yet in
need to be discovered.
High-throughput proteomic data provide new information
predicting that substoichiometric subunits likely act as dynamic
regulatory cochaperones or differentiate core chaperone ma-
chineries into subpopulations with distinct functions. In the
case of Hsp70 chaperone network, in vitro chaperone assays
show optimal activity for substoichiometric J-domain
cochaperones and NEFs (Ben-Zvi et al., 2005) and, there-
fore, may only interact dynamically and iteratively with the
Hsp70 core unfoldases and the substrates during the
unfolding/refolding reaction (Sharma et al. 2012).
Nonchaperone human genes are about tenfold less likely to
become induced by heat stress than chaperome genes (Finka
et al. 2011). Here, we analyzed the chaperome of cultured
human cells at physiological growth temperature. Although
immortalized cultured cells may be under some mild default
stress, possibly expressing higher than usual levels of HSPs,
mRNA levels of Hsp genes can still be strongly increased
following a mild heat shock (Eymery et al. 2009). Future
proteomic analysis should, thus, investigate the effect of heat
shock (or fever) on human cells, on the absolute amounts
of core chaperones, and on the stoichiometry of their
various regulatory cochaperones, ensuing dramatic effects
on chaperone activity and specificity. Thus, changes of
cellular concentrations and reversible changes in the affin-
ities of J domain and NEFs for Hsp70s could shift sub-
strate binding/release equilibrium: in heat-stressed cells,
Hsp70 could transiently become a “holding” chaperone
preventing aggregation, and once fever would be over,
resume its catalytic polypeptide unfoldase activity, as
shown in vitro in the case of DnaK and GrpE (Diamant
and Goloubinoff 1998; Sharma et al. 2011; Siegenthaler
and Christen 2006).
Moreover, aging mammalian cells or cells expressing
aggregation-prone mutant proteins fail to express stress-
induced HSPs, in general, and chaperones, in particular
(Morimoto 2008). High-throughput proteomic data from
young compared to old stressed or unstressed cells could
provide important clues about the identity the most limiting
components of the chaperome network, which artificial
overexpression could restore proteostasis and alleviate symp-
toms of protein conformational diseases (Hinault et al., 2011).
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